READING LIST ORDER

Angel Fish - RR1
Ant - RR1
Bird - RR2
Butterfly - RR2
Camel - RR3
Crab - RR3
Dinosaur - RR4
Dodo - RR4
Dragonfly - RR5
Duck - RR5
Elephant - RR6
Emu - RR6
Fish - RR7
Frog - RR7
Goanna - RR8
Grasshopper - RR8
Horse - RR9
Kangaroo - RR9
Koala - RR10
Ladybug - RR10
Lion - RR11
Monkey - RR11
Numbat - RR12
Panda - RR12
Platypus - RR13
Polar Bear - RR13
Possum - RR14
Rabbit - RR14
Seahorse - RR15
Seal - RR15
Shark - RR16
Snake - RR16
Starfish - RR17
Sugarglider - RR17
Tassie Devil - RR18
Tiger - RR18
Turtle - RR19
Whales - RR19
Wombat - RR20
Zebra - RR20